-----Original Message----From: Sarah Piestrup, FNP, EAMP [mailto:sarah@cascadewellness.com]
Sent: Thursday, August 03, 2017 7:52 AM
To: Hartman, Suzanne <Suzanne.Hartman@chelanpud.org>
Subject: Smart meters
I am very concerned and collecting evidence for the community on the proposal to expose our living
spaces to further EMF radiation. We are all already over exposed but this does not excuse adding more
to the total body burden we all ready cary. Every exposure is a further challenge causing exponential
effects. This is a technology of harm and should not be imposed upon our homes and businesses. I have
a medical practice and I specialize in environmental medicine. I have a specialty certification that
included training on the true real measurable and studied dangers of EMF and other electronic
exposure. I am aware of the studies that try to protect agencies like the PUD and their flawed designs.
Convincing me this is safe is not an option, I have studied with hundreds of MDs and other medical
providers from around the country and world who agree the risk is under studied and very real. We are
organizing as a community against this unnecessary technology. Please abandon the fight as soon as
possible and leave our homes in peace without added unnecessary infrastructure that exposes us to
long term health risks that we will not soon be able to directly prove but that will haunt us for decades
to come and will no doubt cause pain and suffering in insidious yet devastating ways. If I were you, I
would be haunted at night by the suffering of a child who is now more aggravated for life because of
exposure. Cancer and death are easy compared to the daily mental anguish brought on by lack of sleep,
anxiety and other effects from over stimulation from technology. Please deeply consider the morality of
exposing people to this who have no choice.

